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Author’s response to reviews:

Response to Reviewers

1. We note that many paragraphs in the Background and the second paragraph of the discussion been reused from one of your previous publication: “The Clinical Manifestations, Diagnosis and Management of Takotsubo Syndrome (2017), intechopen, DOI: 10.5772/68037.” While we understand that you may wish to express some of the same ideas contained in these publications, please be aware that we cannot condone the use of text from previously published work. Therefore, we would appreciate if you try to minimise direct repetition of large sections of previously published text.

A. There has been a sincere attempt to minimise the repetition of text used in our previous
publication. Research work published by other authors had to repeated in our publication considering its relevance to our present topic.

2. Please ensure that your manuscript is formatted as per the submission guidelines at https://bmccardiovascdisord.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/preparing-your-manuscript/research-article. For example please separate the ‘Methods and results:’ paragraph in the abstract into ‘Methods’ and ‘Results’

A. These changes have been addressed in the recently edited version.

3. The Availability of data and materials section refers to the raw data used in your study and presenting tables and figures is not sufficient to state that all data is contained within the manuscript and additional files. Please only use this statement if you have indeed provided all raw data on which your study is based. We strongly encourage all authors to share their raw data, either by providing it in a supplementary file or depositing it in a public repository and providing the details on how to access it in this section. If you do not wish to share your data, please clearly state this in this section along with a justification. Data availability statements can take one of the following forms (or a combination of more than one if required for multiple datasets):

- All data generated or analysed during this study are included in this published article [and its supplementary information files].

4. Figure files should contain only the image/graphic, as well as any associated keys/annotations. If titles/legends are present within the figure files, please remove them, for example ‘Figure 2’.
A. These changes have been addressed in the recently edited version.

5. Please note that all manuscripts must contain a 'Declarations' section. The Declarations should follow the Conclusions section, and be before the References.

A. All these changes have been addressed in the recently edited version.

6. Please edit the statement ‘Ethics approval and consent to participate’ to indicate whether the ethics committee waived the need for informed consent (as the data was used retrospectively).

A. All these changes have been addressed in the recently edited version.

7. Please provide a list of all the abbreviations used in the manuscript. This list should be placed just before the Declarations section. All abbreviations should still be defined in the text at first use.

A. All these changes have been addressed in the recently edited version.